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k ail chon, it may concern:
in conformity with which the cloth will
Be it known that I, ISRAEL.M. ROSE, of ridge,
naturally
fold to form a tuck.
New York, in the county and State of New

York, have invented certain new and useful
Improvements in Mechanism used as an At
tachment to Sewing-Machines for Marking
Tucks; and I hereby declare that the fol

To enable others skilled in the art to make

and use my improvement, I shall now pro
ceed to describe an apparatus constructed an il
operating in conformity with my invention.
It consists of a pair of jaws having their ends
lowing is a full, clear, and exact description sharp
and serrated. One of the jaws is per
of the same, reference being had to the accom manently
fixed to the end of an arm or spring,
panying drawings, in which
which
is
fastened
by any suitable device to
Figure 1 represents in side elevation a sew the machine, and when
at rest remains clear
ing-inachine having attached to it the imple of
the
cloth,
but
is
capable
of being sprung
inent or apparatus subject-matter of this pat

to touch it. The other jaw is hinged to
ent. Fig. 2 is a font view of the same. Fig. down
the
first,
both jaws are made to descend
3 is a side view of the apparatus for marking and closeand
and in So doing take hold
tucks, with fragment of a sewing-machiue, of the clothtightly,
and
pinch
ridge in it parallel to
showing the needle-bar, or arm, and the action the action of the feed ofa the
machine, by being
of either on the said apparatus when the ina
during every descent of the needle
chine is operated. Fig. 4 is a plan view of the operated
by the needle-arm or other working part of
parts Iepresented in Fig. 3.
the machine. Attached to the apparatus and
Tucks were heretofore determined on sew forming
part of the same is a piece of metal,
ing-machines by some piercing or marking in whicl projects
parallel to and in front of the
strument vibrated or held to bear with coil permanently fixed
jaw, and lies close to the
stant pressure upon the cloth in a line ad cloth-plate of the inachine.
Upon it the mov.
justable at the peasure of the operator. The able jaw presses the cloth, enabling
it to gather
objections to the former were that the cloth the cloth up preparatory to pinching
be
was either injured by the large holes made by tween itself and the stationary jaw. itThe
the piercing-needle or the holes were so smail whole apparatus is capable of being moved at
as to leave almost imperceptible marks, and right
angles to the action of the feed to adjust
that in either instance it was necessary care to different
widths of tucks.
fully to crimp and fold the cloth by following it In
the
accompanying
drawings, A is an up
the trace of the holes. Fine fabrics were par right standard, firmly secured
ticularly liable to injury by this mode of mark B, at right angles with which istoana base-plate,
extension,
ing tucks, and it had to be abandoned. The B', whereby the whole apparatus may
oljections to the marking of tucks by means tached to the sewing-table T by meansbeofata
of an instrument constantly pressing on the set-screw,
whose shank passes down through
material are still more serious. It will be un slots in theS,base-plate
extension B and sew
derstood that the pressure to produce a pen ing-table,
and
is
drawn
by a nut, N.
cil-mark on or a permanent depression or To the upper end of thetaut
standard and in the
crease in the cloth is by no means inconsid plane of motion of the needle-arm
the sew
erable. Now, if the material to be operated ing-machine is jointed a lever, L,a ofwhich,
re
upon be limber, the tendency is to drag it by ceiving
motion
from
the
needle-arm,
imparts
the feed and cause a tuck-mark to be produced, it to and actuates the other moving parts of
which will not be in a line parallel with the the
tucking-machine. lt will be understood

Sea,

-

To obviate these and other defects in tuck

that it is not absolutely necessary for the opera

of the apparatus that the lever should be
ing-gages heretofore in use is the object of tion
located
the plane of motion of the needle
iny invention; and it consists in a mechanism arm. Itinmay
be placed at some distance there
actuated by the sewing-machine, intermittent from, provided
there be a piece projecting
in its operation, and pinching the cloth at either from the needle-arm,
to come during its
regular intervals and in unison with the ac descentin contact with the lever,
or, vice versa,
tion of the machine, so as to leave a perfect from the lever, to be struck or moved
by the

40,0s4
the ridge on the cloth is at least double
needle-arm while being operated. This lever formdistance
between the needle and the gage.
is held away from off the cloth when the needle the
keeping the folded edge of the cloth
of the sewing-machine is withdrawn therefrom Then,
the gage, it is fed through the ma
by two springs, G and H, one of which (the againstwhen
a clear and well-defined ridge will
former) is fast to the base-plate B, while the chine,
be inade in the cloth by the action of the
other is secured to the lever. The spring G tucker
at the same time that a seam has been
G' is an elastic blade whose flexibility at or
sewed
in
the folded cloth, forming a tuck. The
near its attachment to the base-plate produces cloth is next
removed from the machine and
a tendency to elevate the branch G', the end folded
upon
the
The work is thus pro
of which is bent at an angle of one hundred de ceeded with, andridge.
each time a tuck is sewed
grees, more or less, in relation to the branch, the ridge for the succeeding
one is made.
and is provided with a serrated surface and Now, having fully described
my invention,
gripping-edge, constituting one of the jaws I claim
herein before referred to. To this jaw, at or 1. The mechanism herein described, to be
near the middle portion thereof, is hinged an
as an attachment to sewing-machines for
other jaw, K, similarly serrated and sharp used
marking
tucks, said mechanisin being con
edged, whose upper end, however, is buckled structed and
arranged so that when actuated
with the spring H in such manner as to cause by the needle-arm
other moving part of the
the jaws to open, unless compressed, in which sewing-machine itorshall
form a well-defined
case the two jaws are caused to close and grip ridge on the face of the cloth
opposite that in
any intervening material.
contact
with
the
table,
substantially
in the
Immediately underneath the two jaws, and
hereinafter shown and described,
directly in front of the rear jaw, J, when de manner
ressed so as to be in contact with the sew. 2. As a sewing-machine attachment, the
or mechanism for marking tucks, said
ing-table, there is a strip of metal, M, soldered (levice
consisting of jaws arranged in
or otherwise attached to the base-plate B', and mechanism
pairs,
closing
and opening at regular intervals
the two jaws are so arranged that when de to seize and release
the cloth in the manner
pressed by the needle-arm actuating the lever
and
for
the
purposes
set forth.
I, the two jaws are brought down open until 3. So combining theherein
parts of a sewing-ma.
the jaw J on the one hand impinges on the chine attachment for marking
tucks for action,
table against the interior edge of the metal substantially as set forth, as that
jaws are
strip M, while the jaw K on the other hand brought down in contact with the
impinges on the cloth lying on the strip. Then, upon the cloth while yet open, andtoareimpinge
closed
by the resistance offered by the table, and by
by the resistance then offered to the farther
the further descent of the needle-arm, the descent
of the jaws, substantially as herein
spring H is compressed, forcing the upper end shown and
described.
of the jaw K to move away from the upper end 4. Combining
with the jaws, acting sub
of the jaw J, and the eby causing the lower stantially as herein
before described, a metal
ends to approach and firmly grasp the cloth strip arranged in line
parallel with the feed
that may be between tilem. In Figs. 1 and 3 and operating in conjunction
with the jaws,
the extreme positions of the parts are indi substantially in the manner and
for the pur
cated and their action on the cloth illustrated.
poses
set
forth.
To enable any one to use the device herein
testimony whereof I have signed my name
described, the following directions for its use to Inthis
specification before two subscribing
are now given: A fold having first been made witnesses.
in the cloth by hand the “gage’ is fixed by
means of set-screw S to make a seam the
I. M. ROSE.
proper distance from the edge for the required Witnesses:
tuck. The tucker' is then adjusted so that
ED. B. WILLCOX,
the distance between the needle and the in
JAMES KILNER,
terior edge of the metal strip M and jaws that

